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EYE CONTOUR MASSAGE

Treatment: A heat-infused massage designed to encourage circulation, 
brighten, and decrease puffiness in the eye area.  (For optimal results, perform 
after thermaBliss Welcoming, Skin Cleansing Ritual Protocol.)

For:  Puffiness and dark circles around the eyes. 

Benefits:  Brightens, increases product absorption, reduces puffiness, and 
improves skin tone. 

Supplies:  1 or 2 thermaBliss Natural Cowrie Shells, 1 or 2 thermaBliss Facial 
Blends, skin appropriate eye serum or cream.

Step ONe
Sanitize your thermaBliss Cowrie Shell with a board-
approved sanitizer.  

Step twO
Activate thermaBliss Facial Blend charges according to 
package instructions.  

Step three
Cleanse face and perform any extractions, if necessary.

Step FOUr
Apply skin appropriate eye serum or cream to begin.  
With the bottom of the shell facing you, use the edge 
of the base and rock with gentle pressure from inside 
to out.   Repeat 2-3 x’s.  Finish with a sweeping glide to 
temple.       

Step FIVe
Using the tip of the shell, circle to temple.  Move back to 
the inner corner and use heat to press rock the shell to 
the temple.  Repeat 3-4 x’s
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Step SIX
Using the bottom opening of the shell, glide over the 
eyebrow.  Repeat 2-3 times

Step SeVeN
Using the tip, gently press for 3 counts. Use the rounded 
corner near the tip and glide around the orbital of eye 
for 2-3 passes.

Goal: healthy shade of circulation visable 

Step eIGht
Gently pinch the brow tissue at inner corner.  Using 
swiping, tapotment moves, lift the eye tissue gently for 
2-3 passes.

Step NINe
Begin 2 finger circles to the temple, glide back to inner 
corner of the eye, gentle pinch at the inner brow and 
repeat.

Step teN
tapotment, sweeping moves at temples, follow with 
figure 8’s to the other side.  Split and hold at temples for 
three counts. 

	

	

	

	

	


